
COVID-19 
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Facts & Safety  
Measures To Be  

Implemented 



Baby Bubble and it’s staff recognizes  

the COVID-19 global pandemic. We  

all have a social responsibility to  

maintain the safety of our little ones  

and their families. 

 

It is imperative that we are all aware  

of the following facts (Obtained from  

the World Health Organization as  

well as Center of Disease Control)   

The virus involves the upper  

respiratory tract (nose, throat,  

lungs). 

a. Eye, nose, mouth or via  

droplets produced from  

coughing or sneezing. 

 

b. Close contact with an  

infected person. 

 

c. Contact with contaminated  

surfaces. 

This is an infectious condition  

which is spread directly or  

indirectly from one person to  

another. It spreads through: 

04.

The Facts.

01.

01.

80% of people who contracted  

the disease has recovered  

without any medical treatment. 

It is rarely contracted in  

children; & if contracted it is  

mild. 

 

Only 2% of cases record were  

under 18 years of age. Of this 2%,  

fewer than 3% developed severe  

or critical disease. 

02.

03.



COVID-19 has high infectivity 

but low mortality.  It has ‘high infectivity but low  

mortality’. Mortality rate ranges  

between 2 – 3%. Risk of death is  

higher in people ~ 60 years & up  

as well as those with pre- 

existing health conditions. 

There is no evidence that the  

virus spreads to humans  

through the use of pools or hot  

tubs. As long as the pools are  

properly maintained through  

the use of chlorine and  

bromine, the virus will be  

removed and inactivated. 

07.

The Facts.

01.

05.

06. Heat & UltraViolet Light is likely  

to decrease the spread of  

COVID-19. With this said, we are  

not claiming that it can't lead to  

the spread of the disease, but a  

warm, humid environment  

doesn't need to be deterred.   

70% alcohol solutions &  

appropriately mixed bleach  

solutions are sufficient in  

counteracting the virus. 

08.

Thermal scanners are effective  

in detecting people who have  

developed a fever. 

09.



Upon re-evaluation we  

have noticed that our  

original hygiene  

procedures have been on  

point.  

 

We are however going to  

implement additional  

measures to ensure the  

safety of our precious  

patrons and we also  

need you to be cognizant   

& follow these measures  

too. 

We have ordered an infra-red  

non-contact forehead  

thermometer. We request that  

ALL guests including their  

little ones, please utilise this  

thermometer BEFORE  

entering the hydro-room as  

well as record their readings  

on the register.  

 

Any patron who shows a sign  

of a fever will not be permitted  

in the hydro room. All surfaces  

will be sanitized with 70%  

alcohol solution and  

appropriately concentrated  

bleach solutions in such an  

incident. As soon as we receive  

the device, this will be  

implemented. 

According to WHO (World  
Health Organization), outside  
doors are recommended to be  
kept open to maintain air  
circulation. We will be  
applying this  
recommendation at Baby  
Bubble. 

02. 01.

Precautionary  
Measures 
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If you have travelled to a  

coronavirus-affected area  

please do kindly not come to  

Baby Bubble for a 14- day  

period. 

If you show ANY signs of  
illness, please do not come to  
Baby Bubble and make  
alternative arrangements to  
bring your little one to  
sessions. 

02.

05.
Precautionary  
Measures 
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Alcohol Surface Sprays are  

readily available for use. We  

kindly ask that you utilise this  

after EVERY use! This epidemic  

requires a change in all of our  

habits, please help us in  

maintaining this standard. 

03.

Limit touching your eyes, face  
& mouth. Maintain awareness  
of this and sanitize your hands  
when you had to do this.  

04.

Baby Bubble sessions are  
intimate in nature.  As the  
virus is spread through  
contact this is a positive thing.  
we will be very strict regarding  
additional visitors. Only 2  
guests per baby are allowed as  
per standard operating  
procedures. 

07.



We already utilise 70% alcohol & hypochloride solutions to disinfect all surfaces on a daily basis. This includes door  

handles, pod & pool perimeters, changing stations, reception surfaces, toys, the baby scale, washbasins etc. We  

now also request that EVERYONE follows the same suite on surfaces utilized after each of their sessions. 

Disinfecting of Surfaces

Existing  
Measures 

03.

If you have been to Baby Bubble, you would know that this is something implemented quite readily upon entry of  

the hydro room. We now just request that you also sanitize hands during your little one's sessions to, especially  

after touching your face, mouth or nose. 

Disinfecting of Hands

Water Sterilization Our water gets tested by an external company to ensure safety and water quality. The water gets cleaned with  

Ozone & UV Purification.  Baby Spa pods water gets replaced regularly. The pools water gets changed monthly.  

We also use low levels of chlorine in the pool during off days to ensure the water remains sterile. This has been  

advised by the World Health Organization & is monitored by an external company to ensure safety as well as  

softness on the little ones skins. 

Postponement on signs of illness A standard request forming part of preparatory instructions  for all our new & old patrons. All Swim Gym  

Members, please remember that you do have 2 annual make-up sessions which can be utilized if in doubt. Upon  

receipt of a hard copy medical certificate we will arrange make-up sessions (on condition of availability as per Ts &  

Cs) 

Max. 2 Guests per Visit.
There is public concern regarding physical contact with a large amount of people. Lowering the amount of  

people that one is exposed to, lowers the risk. This policy will remain as is & more strictly applied. 


